The development of scanning probe microscopy repositioned modern physics. When Rohrer and Binnig first used electronic tunnelling effects to image atoms and quantum states they did more than pin down theoretical hypotheses to real-world observables; the scanning tunnelling microscope fed imaginations, prompting researchers to consider new directions and possibilities [1] . As Rohrer once commented, 'We could show that you can easily manipulate or position something small in space with an accuracy of 10 pm. . . . When you can do that, you simply have ideas of what you can do' [2] . The development heralded a cavalry of scanning probe techniques-such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) [3] [4] [5] , scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) [6] [7] [8] and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) [9, 10] -that still continue to bring nanomaterials and nanoscale phenomena into fresh focus. Not long after the development of scanning tunnelling microscopy, Binnig, Quate and Gerber collaborating in California in the US published work on a new type of microscope also capable of atomic level resolution [3] . The original concept behind scanning tunnelling microscopy uses electrical conductance, which places substantial limitations on the systems that it can image. Binnig, Quate and Gerber developed the AFM to 'feel' the topology of surfaces like the needle of an old fashioned vinyl player. In this way insulators could be imaged as well. The development of a force modulation mode AFM extended the tool's reach to soft materials making images of biological samples accessible with the technique [4] . There have now been a number of demonstrations of image capture at rates that allow dynamics at the nanoscale to be tracked in real time, opening further possibilities in applications of the AFM as described in a recent review by Toshio Ando at Kanazawa University [5] .
Researchers also found a way to retrieve optical information at 'super-resolution' [6, 7] . Optical microscopy provides spectral details that harbour a wealth of additional information about the sample and its environment, like switching from black and white to technicolour. With the invention of SNOM these details were no longer restricted by the diffraction limit to a resolution of half the wavelength of the incident light. The principle behind SNOM remains very similar to STM but instead of measuring an electronic current, information is captured from the non-propagating optical near field, where the diffraction limit does not apply. SNOM continues to be an invaluable imaging technique as demonstrated recently by researchers in Spain and Korea, who used it to measure near-infrared-to-visible upconversion and cathodoluminescence emission properties of Ln 3+ in nanocrystalline Ln-doped Lu 2 O 3 materials with 1D morphology [8] . Their work holds promise for controlled incorporation of such optically active nanostructures in future photonic structures and applications.
The cantilever-probe system provides a number of highly sensitive interactions that can be exploited to extract details of a sample system. The potential offset between the probe and surface manifests itself in a force and this too has been used in KPFM [9] . The finite tip size has a profound effect on the measured image in scanning probe-microscopes in general. In KPFM, as Rosenwaks and colleagues in Israel, US and Germany point out in this issue [10] the influence of the tip and cantilever on measurements is particularly significant because of the long range nature of the electrostatic forces involved. Measurements at any one point provide a weighted average of the contact potential difference of the sample and to obtain a quantitative image this averaging must be taken into account. Rosenwaks and colleagues tackle this challenge in the work reported in this issue, presenting an algorithm for reconstructing a sample surface potential from its KPFM image. Their study also reveals that the averaging effects are far more significant for amplitude modulated KPFM measurements compared with the frequency modulated mode.
Rohrer and Binnig shared the Nobel Prize for Physics 'for their design of the scanning tunnelling microscope' [11] . They are widely recognized among the founding fathers of nanoscience. In an interview in 2005 Rohrer once commented on the benefits of changing fields even if it leaves you feeling a little 'lost and lonely' at first. In fact he attributed his ability to contribute his Nobel Prize winning work to science at a comparatively senior age to the fact that he had changed fields. 'You cannot be the star from the beginning, but I think what is important is that you might bring in a different way of thinking. You have a certain lightness to approach something that is the expert opinion' [2] . In nanotechnology where such a formidable range of disciplines seem to feed into the research such words may be particularly encouraging. Rohrer passed away on 16 May 2013, but the awesome legacy of his life's work continues. With the scanning tunnelling microscope the lofty eccentricities of quantum mechanical theory literally came into view, quite an inspiration.
